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QUWF Announces Transforming
Wildlife Habitat Wagon

“One of our goals at QUWF is to provide solutions for landowners, farmers and sportsman to working in the
woods or fields for wildlife while at the same time, finding ways to involve an entire chapter, families and sportsman
as well. Many times I did not carry or bring the right tools, carried them in the bucket of the tractor or on the ATV
only to find I forgot something and there is never enough room” explains Craig. “I never had a totally good and safe
way to haul people or a crew comfortably with all that equipment without creating a wagon train.
After much research looking for the right wagon or trailer,
nothing fit the bill, and I mean nothing.
In fact, most running gear was too light for real work in the
woods and was more of a weekend toy than a real solution. Giving
up on a production wagon, the search began for the right running
gear. “I have designed and built many wagons on the farm for most
any use but the right gear, the frame, wheels and of course the
weight abilities, govern the creations and final uses. I found an agricultural compact running gear made by Premier Manufacturing of
Illinois. With high floatation tires, 3,000 pound capacity, a 2 “ inch
ball hitch option and a frame set up perfectly for maneuvering on
twisting wood roads being pulled by an ATV, UTV or small tractor”
Craig states. It should be mentioned this wagon pulls exceptionally
easy.
Each wheel has grease fittings for the bearings. There is no other maintenance on the gear itself.
If we were going to design a good wildlife habitat wagon, QUWF felt
it should have multiple uses, conversions or transformation based on a core
design and, here was the hard part, be able to convert in mere minutes from
say a buckboard to carry a crew with equipment, to a portable field office or
best yet a hunting blind.
Further, it had to be built with very common supplies available from any
farm and home store and using common tools so it can be a family project,
chapter project or farm project. The only exception is the old fashioned
buck board seat kits to give it the traditional look of a buckboard wagon.
You are free to design or build your own as well. We added the front reign
board, the place where the horse reigns came into the wagons.
All the plans including materials lists / needed tools are provided FREE
to QUWF members for the version they chose to build. They are PDF files
with lots of pictures. Some are still being put together with more illustra“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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tions but all are FREE.
Bass Pro Shops, ALPZ Outdoors, Cordova Coolers and American Pneumatics, provided the support and 2 years
of research to design and build the now existent 5 transformation versions of the Habitat Wagon.
1. Base Wagon, 8 feet long, 5 feet wide totally constructed of pressure treated lumber with side stake pockets
which provide the convertibility of the wagon.
2. Buckboard Habitat Crew Wagon, or a fun people wagon hauling 6
crew members with equipment is easy. This is a neat project and serves
many uses for farm tours, getting crews to a site or events like parades.
a. *Note: the buck board seats pictured are a kit and must be ordered.
3. Timber Stand Improvement Wagon. One seat for three and all the
room required for as many chain saws, safety equipment, Cordova Coolers
and supplies. A portable Honda 1000 Generator is on board providing field
power for any electrical tools or needs. A portable compressor can be on
board, air tools are very useful for many projects.
4. Fencing wagon: Here we outfitted the wagon with a portable compressor and pneumatic T post
or round steel post driver that
made fencing chores a breeze and
allowed use of air tools on blind
building and set up. The small
Honda generator took up no
room at all and added any electrical needs to the projects at hand
to include concrete mixing for
remote posts, bridge posts. We
also brought along the field table
by ALPS Outdoors for lunch
5. The Fun Hunting Wagon,
making it a rolling hunting blind.
How many times did you want
to relocate a blind? Now you can
do it easily and fast. Using either
a solid one-piece blind by Southern Condo or the unique pop up
blind by APLZ Outdoors, the
wagon converts very quickly. By
looking for and clearing several
small “pull through sites”, you
simply pull into the site, unhook,
block the wheels, add a simple
camo skirt and you are ready to
hunt in a wind proof, water proof,
totally camouflaged blind about
2 feet off of the ground. It can
be moved at will to any location
quickly and very easily. BTW, to
convert from the full buckboard
version to the blind version takes
about 5 minutes, less with two
people.
The left picture with the
“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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ALPZ Blind shows the Reign board left in place.
The right picture shows the Southern Condo solid blind or field office with the front reign board removed.
The wagon arrived UPS freight on a small pallet. We also purchased a spare tire. It is worth stating we were not
sponsored by the running gear company, Premier Manufacturing, at this point so this purchase was and is because
this is the best equipment for the jobs at hand, Made in the U.S.A.
We did add what is referred to as hurricane braces between the frame and cross bracing lumber because we
intended to haul the max load of people and wanted the added strength.
Many designs by a professional engineer, believe it or not, did not make the grade because they failed to stay focused on common tools and supplies. We wanted families, moms and dads and the kids to build this in a garage over
a couple of weekends with very common tools and enjoy it for decades. We have that now.
Another suggestion, when you are going to build the wildlife habitat wagon, find a source of yellow wood treated
lumber. Their process provides a straighter board and less twisting than “green” treated lumber you can buy at Home
Supply centers. This therefore requires you use screws, nuts and bolts that are approved for treated lumber. We used
ceramic coated wood screws in various lengths. If you do not have clamps, good clamps of various sizes, invest in
several lengths.
Why build the wagon: above all else, it is fun to build and not hard to build. Measuring and cross checking are
very important and roughly pre-calculated for you and it will appear quickly before your eyes. The most important
measurement keeps it square (corner to corner measurements) as you build it. Considering you can chose your conversion, the cost is really hardware and lumber with the running gear. It will last for generations and will be heavily
used on a farm or hunting lease, is very easy to pull around and makes a great little hay ride wagon for the kids and
visitors.
The satisfaction of building your own with your kids or grandkids is priceless. Of course, they will want to ride
on it or hunt with you on its various versions. A good point, Premier Manufacturing, who makes the gear, is an
American Company with an American Made product that is the best for our use, hands down.
For Chapters: build it and sell it as a banquet special item, for a landowner or farmer. There is nothing like it on
the market and the conversions beyond what we created are endless. We recommend the base wagon with the ALPZ
blind and Cordova Cooler for chapter projects.
OR, build it and keep it for habitat work. This makes a great parade wagon for local events, especially Veterans
Day with your local banner on the sides. There is no maintenance after building it other than treating it with a good
preservative stain and greasing the wheels. We use a light cedar stain
available at any home supply store.
The tongue is easily removed to place it on a small trailer for
transport to project sites, habitat tour areas or storage in a barn or
under cover.
Here is an example from the FREE PDF core wagon instruction
and materials manual:
Step 2: Installing and securing the two 2 x 10 x 8 spines on edge.
First step; check the 2 x 10 x 8 s for square ends, trim if necessary.
Cut the boards to exactly 8 feet long. Lay the boards in place on edge
up against the upright brackets of the frame. Move them until there
is and should be equal distances from the frame end to the board on
each end. On our frame that was 10 and 9/16 inches on each end from
the frame to the end of the boards. MAKE SURE THEY ARE THE
SAME.
Clamp the boards in place once they have equal extension on
both ends of the gear and are the same. Mark the holes with a round
pencil, lay them back down on the frame and drill the two 1/2-inch
holes.
Put them back in place and install the 4 inch, grade 5 bolts with
washers, lock washers and nuts. Tighten securely but do not compress the wood, with the two adjustable wrenches. Check your mea“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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surement to ensure they are the same.
The spines are now installed and complete and should look like
the picture at left and above. Note: the front does not bolt to the
frame to allow the wagon frame to float, by design.
As always with any of our QUWF projects or techniques, if you
run into any questions, we are here to answer any questions on any
version, all the time. After all, we designed, created, built and used
it here first.
As mentioned above we installed metal bracing to provide a
very sturdy backbone for the wagon. Here is a picture of one of the
brackets. These are optional and not expensive, but recommended
if you intend to haul people. The bracket and screws, of course sold
separately, are suitable for use with treated lumber and will last
as long as the wagon. They are installed between the 2 x 10 main
spines and the 2 x 6 cross beams. Mounted inside, they are not
visible on the outside of the wagon. Easily installed with a cordless
drill and socket attachment, they make a good project for your kids
to do.
Again, the entire idea of this project is to involve the family,
making a wagon that can be used for generations for farm or wildlife work and just having fun.
We used ours to take the grandkids to the walnut trees to
gather walnuts and on our Day With Veteran’s as a tour buckboard
wagon taking veterans and their families into and through wildlife
habitat areas at our national office.
So how do you get started?
The one-time, SPECIAL PRICE order form from Premier
Manufacturing is included here. They are offering a 15% one time,
QUWF exclusive discount on the gear. Fill out the form or call the
company, ask for Dan Dorn, and get your gear on its way today.
Support American Products from American workers for American
wildlife.
Download the FREE base wildlife wagon PDF plans and materials list and get to your local farm and home / hardware store and
the lumber supplier. Remember to try and get Yellow Wood treated
lumber, if at all possible and make
sure all hardware is pressure treated
lumber rated.
The price is ONLY offered for
30 days!! Get one, you will not regret it, and we want pictures of your
wagon project and stories using it!!
The Premier Manufacturing
Plant makes a full line of agricultural wagons, trailers and accessories.

“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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QUWF Wildlife Habitat Wagon
By Premier Manufacturing

• 3,000lb capacity
• Build it with your family
• Build it for your chapter banquet
• Quick conversions (3-5 minutes)
• ALL PLANS ARE FREE
• Made in the U.S.A

“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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QUWF Wildlife Habitat Wagon
By Premier Manufacturing
Premiere Order Form

Made in the U.S.A
QUWF Habitat Wagon under Gear/Chassis
Includes:
High Flotation Tires
2” Trailer Hitch
½ Frame Bolt Holes

3000 GEAR
Available in red, green, orange, blue, and grey
Quantity: 1, Price: $1,032, plus freight

*Freight will be quoted on order. They can be shipped by UPS freight.
Room for 5 woodsmen and all their equipment

ORDER FORM

Item number Description

UPC Code

Name/Chapter_______________________________________________________
Attention____________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________
City___________________________________ State________ Zip_____________
Phone Number_______________________________________________________
Payment Method: CC_______________ Check/Money Order _____________
CC#______________________________________ Exp_____ Security Code____
CC Billing Address___________________________________________________
State________ Zip_____________
Signature____________________________________________________________

“Making a Difference for Wildlife, One Acre at a Time”
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www.alpsoutdoorz.com
www.browningcamping.com

2017
Horizon
swivel chair

Tri leg
stool

Dual action
stool

Weekender
seat

King Kong
chair

Dark timber
pack

Titan cot

Quickdraw
archery pack

Pursuit
backpack

Outfitter table

Upland
game vest

Directors
chair

Covert X pack

Ranger
pack

Powerhouse
blind

Browning Cypress 2 tent

McKinley sleeping bag

Terrain seat

Dove belt
pack

Pursuit
Quickdraw
backpack
archery pack
upgraded
Crusader waterproof duffel
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